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on 15 January 1981 the enlarged Bureau authorised the Committee on
Youth, Cu1ture, Educat.ion, Information and Spobt to draw up an ovrn-
initiative report on a Community programme in the field of educatton.
At its meeting of 23 and 24 February 1981 the committee appointed
l,lrs GAIOTTI DE BIASE rapporteur.
At its sitting of 9 March 198L the European Parliament referred
the motion for a resolutj-on by I{r PEDINI and others on the future of
educational cooperation in the Community (ooc. I-$*V$O1:r.bg the
committee. At its meeting of 13 and 14 April the committee declded to 
,
deal with this resolution in the context crf the own-initiative report.
At its meeting of 18 and 19 Ddtsy I98I the committee decided also to
deaL in its report with the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs GAIOTTI
DE BIASE and lvlr BARBI on the Advisory Committee for Education, (Doc.
L-567 /80 ) , which had been referred to it as the committee responsible
by Parliament at its sitting of 17 November 1980.
The committee considered the
meetings of 18 and 19 May 1!t81, 20
Nr:vember 1981 and I and 2 December
committee adopted the report by 14
present motion for a resottrution at its
and 21 october 1981, 10 and 11
1981. At the latter meetingr the
in favour, L egaghgt :*Bd'ioo abstentions,
Present: I'1r pedini, chairman;
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rapporteuri Miss
Mr CottrelJ., Mrs Duport (deputizing for
l'lrs Pruvot, Ivlr Scha1l, I"1r Schwencke, Dlr
t'lr Hutton), Mr Verroken (deputizing for
Mr Wedekind.
Hahn, vice-chairmani
Brookes, Mrs Buchan,
tir Fajardie), Mr Marck,
Seligman (deputizing for
Mr DeI Duca), Ivlrs Viehoff ,
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A
The committee on Youth, culture, Education, rnformation and sport
hereby submits to the European parliament the following motion for a
resolution together with explanatory statement
MOTION EgB-4-BE99LgUAN
on a Community prograrnme in the field of education.
- having regard to the provisions of the Treaties establishing the
European Communities,
- having regard to the declaration of the Summit Conference of Heads of
State or Government of 1 and 2 December L969 at The Hague and of 9 and 10
December L974 aL paris,
- having regard to the TINDEMANS report on European union,
- having regard to the resol-utions of the Council of Ministers for Education
of 2l January rg74l, 9 February L9762 and 13 December L9763 and to the
Directive of 6 June tg774,
- 
having iegard to its previous resolutions of 20 June 1980-on ttre toitn-
coming meeting of the Council of Ministers for Education (poc.1-250/80)
of 16 November I978 on education policy questions in the European Community
(Doc.4l0/78)5 and of 16 November 1979 on the meeting of the Council of
Education Ministers ( Doc. 1-473 /t9/rev . \6 i
- having regard to the communications from the Commission to t-he Council
on the teaching of languages in the Community (COM(78)222 final), on a
EuroPean Comrnunity scholarship scheme for students (CoM(78)469 final),
on admission to institutions of higher education of studehts from other
Member States (colvl(78)468 final) and on the academic recognition of
diplomas (CoM(81)186 final),
- having regard to the report from the Commission to the European
Parliament on the financial provisions for the action progranme in the
field of education (COM(81)120 final),
- having regard to the conclusions of the Ivlinisters for Education meetin}-
within the Council on 22 June 1981,
- 'having regard to the resorution adopted on 12 March r9g1 on the
European Parliament's guidelines for the financial and budgetary policy
of the European Communities in 1982 (Doc. t-g36/gO)7 which included
educational and cultural policy as one of iJs prioritieq,
- having regard to the motions for resolutions tabled by Mr
on the future of educational cooperation in the community
and by lvlrs GAIOTTI DE BIASE and ltr BARBI on the Advisory
Education (Doc. I-567/gO),
,
' PEDINI and others
(Doc. L-958/80),
Committee for
r o, *o. c 13, r.3. 12.742 oJ No. c 38 , L9.2.763 oJ No. c 3og, 30. :.2.764 oJ No . L rg9, 6.8.77
5oJ 
oto . c 296, 1r. 12.78, p. 49
6oJ No. c 309, 10. t2.7g
7oJ 
,.lo . c 77, 6.4.8L
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- whereas the free movement of labour specifically guaranteed by the Treaty
is meaningless if the citizens of the Comrnunity are unable, as a result
of fundamentaL differences between their respective educational systems
and the failure to recognize educational qualifications, to make positive
use of their educational training in the oLher countries of the Community,
- whereas activity by the Community in certain areas of educat,ion policy is
relevant to a wide range of policy areas covered by the Treatyr
- whereas in response to the alarming increase in youth unemploym.rrt, tn.
introduction of new technologies and the challenge of innovation, the
Community must find overall political solutions, in which a decisive
role must be played by new strategies in both general and vocational
training, with special emphasis on continuing education,
- whereas the balanced regional development of the Community depends not onl-y
on increased investment, but also on the autonomous development of new
entrepreneurial and civilian technical resources, which must be stimulated
not least by an adequate educational policy,
- whereas the crisis affecting European youth, the change in attitudes
towards work, the mistrust of institutions and of political commitment
and the difficulty in coping responsibly with changing sex roles are
also the product of educational systems which have proved unable to
facilitate the transition to adult life, to develop individual potential
and to give positive assistance during the process of change taking
place todayr
- whereas the complex European democracy can only survive and create
improved conditions for individual participation and the democratic
control of institutions, if its citizens possess an advanced leve1 of
basic culture, a widespread understanding of how poritical, economic
and legal decisions are taken and an ability to understand informationi
- whereas, at a time when it is embarking on a second stage of enlargement,
increasing its diversity and coming face to face with increasingly
urgent social and economic problems, the Community's own cohesion may
depend on the possibirity of genuine cultural cooperation and the
recognition of its historicar roots and common objectives through
education,
- whereas the community's ability to deverop within its own territory
educational models based both on cooperation and on respect for the
autonomy of individual states, is an essentiar test of its capacity
to establish culturar cooperation rinks with third countries and
developing countries t,o which the community is linked by special
agreements,
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1.
- whereas the community's commitment to the defence of human rights
cannot neglect the right to study, which entails special consideration
for both the equality of opportunity of the less favoured social groups
and the general conditions and methods for safeguarding this right,
- whereas ideas, research findings and proposals have already been
exchanged on a large scale in a broader framework than that of the
Community - notably by UNESCO, the OECD' CERI and the Council of
Europe - and these have shown that educational systems in aII
countries 
_are suffering the effects of Lhe crisis in education;
- having regard to the report of the Co*mittee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport (Doc. 1-845/8L),
THE MAIN FEATURES OF EDUCATIONAI. COOPERATION
Considers systematic cooperation on education policy by the Member
States to be essential in the interests of the people of the Community
and in regard to the construction of European union - both as a pre-
requisite for the free movement of Labour and as an integrated and
interdependent aspect of the common poticies (social, regional,
industrial, energy, agricultural policy, etc) - in order to promote
mutual comprehension, the exchange of ideas and dynamism in European
society;
Call-s on the Commission and the Council to initiate and promote
Community action in those areas of education policy where cooperation
can usefully help to assist Ivlember States in tackline social problems
conmon to them all and where concerted action can genuineJ-y promote
the aims of the Community as laid down in the Treatiesi
Affirms that thc need for such cooperation must not be thought contra-
dictory to the assertion that national governments should have direct
competence in matters of education, a belief strengthened by the fact
that:
- Europe's diversity of cultures and traditions is a source of
wealth for the Community;
- the pluralism, flexibility and geo-cultural adaptation of educational
systems ensure that education is more effective and diversity is
respected;
Considers, however, that the main threats to the autonomy and diversity
of national cultures at present come rather from the conformity
inevitably imposed by the international economy, and from the
standardizatj-on of technology and consumption patterns, when these
are not accompanied by agreed parallel strategies designed to foster
cultural deveropment and such as will avoid standardization and
economic dependence;
2.
3.
4.
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5. Recommends that, in the absence of systematic cooperation, efforts
should he made to prevent the al-terations inevitably made by individual
Ivlember states to their educational systems from increasing the
differences between them, making school curricula even less comparable
and thereby undermining stilI further the possibilities for the free
movement of labourr.
6. considers, therefore, that the Treaties provide both a lega1 basis and
an adequate political framework for the strengthening of educational
cooperation, as has already been formally recognized by the resolutions
of the Council of Ministers of 9.2.76 and 13.I2.76;
7. stresses that a policy of educational cooperation must be pursued by
means of common action at community level, based on proposals from
the Commission, and measures Laken at national level by the Member
States who 'wi11 talce account, in developing their national policies,
of the conclusions and measures suggested in the Education committeels
reportr (resolution of L3 December 1976);
8. considers that common measures by the community constitute a valid
instrument provided that: (a) they are designed. 'to assist in the
evaluation and development of national policies, (resolution of
13 December L976r paragraph III.1), in other words that they promote
cooperation, coordination and cl0ser equivalence between the
educational systems of the Member states rather than remaining
isolated independent actions; (b) budget appropriations makeprovision for a significant number of common measures of this kind;
9. Berieves that the community should in addition to its own work
examine the many studies and initiatives arready undertaken by
the large internationar organizations, with a view to taking
positive action in clearly defined areas in order to promote
common decisions and deveropment at Member states national
policy 1eveI;
L0- Draws attention to the totar inadequacy and irrerevance of the
council's 1976 budget decisions for present-day needs and notes thatthe decisions taken through the resorutions of, February 1976 and
December 1976 have onry been impremented belatedly and on a rimited
scale i
fI' Notes that, despite Parliament's requests, the council of Ministers hasnot yet reported to it on the progress made in implementing the
resolutions of February 1976 and December 1976i it has also failedto report on rthe experience of Member states in s.t::enELhening the
coordinated planning of education and other scctoral policies in
relation to the less-favoured regions of the Community, r dnd on variousother i-ssues raised in these resolutions which were to be dealt with atboth community and national level during the period ending 31 December1980 (resolution of 13 December 1g76, paragraph III);
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14. Appro.res the decision of the new Commission
for social policy under a single portfolio
training and education;
L2. stresses its dissatisfaction at the deplorable infrequency with which
meetingsoftheCouncilofMinistersforEducationareheldandthe
faiture to convene enlarged Councils on employment, regional policy,etc. i
13.viewsaspositivetheJunelgSlmeetingoftheCouncilof[linisters
but considers that, as far aS new initiatives are concerned, prl.ority
should be given to the realization of those measures already planned
andconsistentchoicesshouldbemadeinrespectoftheCommunity
budgetinthegeneralcontextofincreasedbudgetaryresources;
to grouP the resPonsibilities
including both Professional
15.Hopesthatthiswillensurebettercoordinationbetweenthevarious
authoritiespreviouslyresponsibleforeducationpolicysoaSto
avoid dispersion of resources and divergence of policiesi
16. welcomes the creation of an integrated European system for the develop-
ment of information on education policy ( 'Euridice' ) and stresses that
this should be brought into full effect as soon as possible;
T4EASURES FOR A COI'IMUNITY PROGRAIVIME IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION
17. Calls on the Ministers for Education to pursue the recognition of
diplomas of all types and all grades through a regular comparison of
the levels of education to which they correspond and a greater
comparabilrty and equivalence between the contents of the various
curricula i
18. Suggests, however, that it woufd be appropriate to formulate a new
strategy for the recognition of ski}ls, based on continuing education
and the qualifications obtained through periods of alternat'ion between
work and study, and not only on diplomas of a purely academic naturei
19. Recalls the commitment given in the resolution of February 1975 on
the creation of a EuroPean school record-card and urges that studies
on this guestion be sPeeded uP;
20. considers that special attention should be paid to plurinational
educational experiments, such as the European schools system or the
international baccalaureat, as instruments for the closer approximation
of educational systems and intends to submit specific ProPosals on
this;
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21. Reaffirms its belief in the validity of the priorities defined in the
1976 resolutions and in the Educational Programme and intends to take
specific action on the progress and future development of the series
of measures relating to these priorities, considering that:
- the Programme for transition from school to working life and the
rerated pilot projects are the most significant community experiment
yet conducted and must form the basis for further common deveropments
in the field of educationi
- ranguage education is essentiar to cnable the peopre of Europe to
effectively exercise their right to freedom of movement and to
improve mutual understandingt
- education about the community and Europe must be provided J_n schools,
both as a nucleus of common content in the various schools, curricula
and as a vital body of knowledge enabling European citizens to freely
exercise their political rights of control and critical participation;
- the development of schemes fgr exchanges, scholarships, free access
and common university programmes are minimum requirements for
cultural cooperation of any kind;
- the Council Directive of 25.7.77 (77/lg61ggC) on the education of the
chirdren of migrant workers wirr come furly into force in 19gr asplanned, which means that it is essential for Member states toprovide for the legislative measures, regulations and administrative
action required by that directive and which requires the fuII implementa_
rion of tire Viq4off Xeport (Doc. L-329/BL)I;
- the need to give women furl equarity of opportunity was reaffirmed
recently by parliamentrs vote on the resolution on women,s rights(Doc. L-829/80-I) t
- educational progranrmes for the disabled were given furl support byParliamentis vote on the Clwyd report (Doc. 1_g6g,/g0);22. considers that the introduction of new technologies, both in terms oftheir effect on emplolrment and the socio-cultural transformatiors they
will bring about, necessitates political cooperation in the field of
education i
23. stresses the important role that the commission must play in improvingthe understanding of new informatic technorogies, by promoting theirproper use in the field of education in such a way as to further
special training for the physically and mentally handicapped, offer job
Prospects to the least-favoured classes and orientate education toward.a critical use of the automatic transmission of data;
considers that a comprehensive system of continuing educationr Elrter-
nation of work and study and flexible training ought to be planned at
community revel in the context of measures which fal1 within the
scope of sociar harmonization policies, such as paid educational reave,'the organization of work and the adaptation of working times;
24.
1 oJ No. c 260, 12 .10.19g1
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25. Considers the right to study to be an aspect of the 'balanced and
harmonious developmentr of the ,living and working conditions, of
European citizens and proposes that the Commission draw up a report
(a) on the present situation as regards provisions governing
compulsory education and their enforcementi (b) on the nature and
characteristics of the facilities and financial support accorded
students in post-compulsory education, (c) on the size, legal
procedures and main trends of the national education budgets;
Considers it essential, in the interests of an effective education
policy, for a high degree of cooperation to be established between
school authorities, teachers, parents and others involved in child
rearing;
27. Instructs its PresidenL to forward this resolution to the Council and
Commission of the European Communities and to the governments of the
Member States.
26.
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B
EXPL4I\ATORY STA_TEMENT
1. oj:je9_t1vgs sllg_Ir3!_g_r_9 c_f 
_!he_ _5ep9i_t:
The own-initiative report on the Community education programme, which the
Commit:ee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport has decided to
draw up, and'-he resolulion by ltlr Pedini, l4r Hahn and itlr Kavanagh are both
rerated to the decisions by the council of Ministers concerning the
198I budget which were confirmed, or inadequately modified, in parliamentrs
vote on the budgei.
The object of this report and the accompanying resolution will
therefore be to carry out an overall assessment of, and to reopen the
discussion, on the general strategic position contained in the February
1976 resolution, of which the December 1976 resolution was intended
to constitute the initial apprication. This assessment wilr take as
its starting point the inadequate and disappointing way in which the
strategy has been implemen+-ed, the difficulties encountered and the
inaction of the Council of Ministers. The directly elected Parliament
has delivered opinions on certain sections of the education programme(equality of oppotunity for gir1s, the handicapped, alternaring work
and training). The committee on Youth, culture, Education, rnformation
and Sport has drawn up a number of report.s (the schooling of the children
of migrants, the European schoots). The European parriament has not
commented in Cetail on impor"ant sections which are the direct responsibility
of the Committee on Youth (language teaching, European topics in schools,
exchanges and joint programmes in universities, etc-) nor has it yet
had occasion to express even an initiat opinion on the pirot projects
relating to the transiiion to working life or on those which fall within :
--he compe+-ence of other committees (consumer educa+-ion in schools, education
for technological innovation, etc. ).
The report proposes that a separa'-e report on each of these subjects
should be <irawn up by the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information
and Sport, on the basis of the Commission communications. This report,
on the other hand, should contain a fundamental reassessment of the
lrasis principres of a comrnunity education progratnme, that is, the 'why'
and the 'how'), and should also comment on the measures which should
be given priority, but 1n relation simply to their links with the basic
strategy and wi.,hout going into their technicaL aspects.
2. The 1976 resolutions and their significance
The beginnings of a Community ed-ucation policy in the l-ate sixties
to mid-seventies were set against the background of two fundamental
processes - ihe int.ernational debate on education and the attempt to
revive the concept of European Union
Even before the period under consideration the ten points of the
Council Decision of 2 April 1963, which Bade clear the need for vocational
trai.ing, showed an awareness of the link between such training, and basic
education. In this connection, and in the many contributions by the OECD
at that time, the Link between education and the economy was firmly
estahlished.
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The 197Os brought . ,o.ta erisis in education and with it in-ihEei; ---
national debate reflected in a large nurnlcer of reports (the CO!4BS report,
the Faure-tNEScO report, etc.) which themselves foru the basis for the
diEcussion within the Comtunity (document by the Spinelli working party,
Jann-e report, Dahrendorf report). Both the internaLional and the Cornmunity
reports are inspired by the philosophy expressed at the W1lli-anrsbourg
Conferenee: 'The situation in the education sector is one which is comon
to us all ae far as problems, theoretical EtudieE, proposaLE, requirements
are concernedi the world crisis in education is affecting all tlpes of
Eyrtens and we must face it together'.
Ilourever, the irupetrls towards specific Comunity measures also comes
from the institutional debate and the resurnption of discueEions on European
union the Hague decraration of December L969, paris declaration of
october L972, commission's report of 1975 on European union, Tindemans
report etc.
At its sitting of 22 September L975, meanwhile, the European parliament(oJ No c 239,20.10.1975) stressed the importance of community activity in thefield of education. The Economic and social committee, for its part, stated on23 April 1975 that education was fundamental to the development of the community(oJ N" C 255,7.Lr.1975).
Following on the resolution of ,Iune Lg74, the 1976 resolutions and inparticular that of February t976 represent the formal culmination of thisdebate' Although they came at a time when the initiar impetus had slackened
and they seem in solne resPects to fall short of the objectives set out in the
reForts referred to above, they nevertheless repregent an extreuely irnportant
and essential mirestone in the graduar construetion of the cormunity.
(a)
The salient points of this resolution are:
The Council orplicitly and solemnly affirns its
establish European eooperation in the education
bution towards the development of the Co unity.
The aetion programe consists
Following an initial section
of six secti-ons (see resolution) 
.
on'better fqciliti-ee for the education
determination to
sector as a contri-
(b)
and train of nationalE and the ehildren of nationaLs of theCommunities and of non-memlcer countries, explicit reference ie
made in the second section to the 'promotion of eloser relations
', the various aspeets of whichinclude, in addition to regular
exchanges, information and the
meetings between education authorities,
recognition of periods of *,udy,
the set,tinq up of European educational institutes and cutriculaand a European school-record card. The
section eovers
- l3 -
foufth
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the fi'"th rg@and the sixth the!,oo1...,,t.tio,,
. The resolution also
(c)
identifies (a) the sectors in which joint action could be undertaken
(para. 2L) - nursery education, compulsory secondary education
and (b) the following priorities (para. 22)z the measures to
be taken to ease the transition of young people to working life
and the possibility, in the context of continuing education,
of providing further training for young workers and the young
unemployed.
This programme is to be implemented through: (1) tfre setting
up of an Education committee to coordinate and monitor the impremen-
tation of the programme and to prepare the discussions on fut,ure
developments in the education sectori (2) regular meetings of
the councir of Education l4inisters to monitor the implementation
of the action programme, es'-ablish guiderines and compare respective
policies.
A further step towards determining t.he objectives and nature
of education cooperation was taken with the resolution of 13 December 1976,
in title II of which 'the Member States undertake jointly to take account,
in developing their national policies, of the conclusions and suggested
measures contained in the Education Committee's report, , which are
set out in seven points. At Community 1evel, in addition to ..he proposal
for a series of pilot projects, provision is made for'the preparation
of a report analyzing the experience of Member States in strengthening
the coordinated planning of education and other sectoral policies in
relation to the less-favoured regions of the Community,; the report
would also cover opportunities for young people to resume their studies
after the period of compulsory schooling, in the context of continuing
educat-ion. The Education committee was instructed to draw up reports
on the measures taken at corflmunity level and within the }lember States.
As indicated, the purpose of this report will be to assess not
so much the implementation of individual Community measures based on
the resolutions (which could be dealt with more effectively in separate
reports) but rather the overall consistency, continuity and effectiveness
of cooperation between the Member States. The Education Ivlinisterst
failure to hold regular consultations, the Commission's failure to draw
up official reports on the Cevelopment of experience gained in the Member
states and the Education committee's failure to draw up reports on the
measures adopted by the llember States, have undermined the objectives
of a regular comparison between the policies being pursued and have
reduced inter-governmental cooperation to, at the best, polite and academi_c
exchanges of information,
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There has thus been, and still is,
action being reduced to isolated measures
Behind this si'-uation lies the Council,s
comrnitment to this sector, which explains
f.or L979, 1980 and 1981 and the proposals
a danger of joint Community
of extremely limited value.
lack of interest and inadequate
the low budget allocations
for 1982.
rn any event, the question of the regal bases for cooperation
in thefierc of education must be considered in reration to the 1976
resolutions.
3. The legal bases forthe Community education programme
3.1. Following the adoption by the Council of Ministers of the resolutions
of February and December L976, the question of the tegal bases for a
community education programme, on the basis and within the meaning of
the exist.ing Treaties, must be considered as having been formally resolved.
These resolutions constitute an est-abrished legat precedent,justifying the definitive interpretation of the Treaties. To go back
on this would be tantamount to amending the Treaties in such a way as
to reduce rather than extend the competences of the communiLy.
l{evertheless, as there have stirl been some difficulties and
differences of interpretatj-on, it is appropriate for the European parliament
to reassert the legal status, nature and limits of a Community education
pro9rarnme.
Let us begin by briefly recalling those parts of the Treaties
which are reLevant in this context.
The preamble to the treaties states that the aim of the contracting
parties is 'to lay the foundations of an ever closer union among the
peoples of Europe,, ''to ensure t.he economic and sociar progress of their
countries' by eliminating 'the barriers which divide Europe, , to bring
abou*, rthe constant improvement of the living and working conditions
of their peoplesr and the 'harmonious developmentr of their economies.
one of the main activities mentioned in Article 3 is rthe abolition
. . - of obstacles to the free movement of persons t . fn this connection
Article 57 st.ates explicitly that: in order to make it easier for persons
to take up and pursue activities as serf-emproyed persons, the council
sharr - -. acting unanimousry during the first stage and by a quarifled
majority thereafter, issue directives for the mutual recognition of
diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal qualificationsr.
Under Article
cooperation between
vocat j-ona1 training,
Council shall 1a),
118 it is the
l4ember St.ates
while Article
down general
Commission's task to promote
in matters relating to basic
128 is even more explicit:
principles for implementing
close
and advaneed
'The
a common
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vocational training policy capable of contributing to the harmonious develop-
ment both of the national economies anc of t.he common market'. This
Article, which concludes Chapter 2 on the European Social Fund (Articles
L24 Lo L27 Lay down t.he provisions for its functioning) r goes beyond
the scope of t.he chapter to express a wider more general object,ive.
More will be said later of the relationship between vocational
training and education. suffice it to say for the moment that other
indirect references can be found in the Treaties in Articres 120, L2L,
etc.
F:-nally, r:he use of Article 235 should not be overlooked. This
article affirms the validity of an ext.ensive and dynamic interpret,ation
of the Trea*-ies whenever '-he overall effectiveness of Community action
is at s':ake, even if it is not formally invoked. In fact, as far as
the proposals contained in this report are concerned, it does not seem
either necessarl/ or advisable to formally invoke Article 235 because,
as we shall see, there is no need to call for specific powers not provided
for in Lhe Treaties. Reference to Article 235 only serves to emphasize
Lhat there is an awareness in the Treaties of the l_inks between the
vari-or.rs policies necessary rto attain, in the course of the operation
of :he cornmon market ... the objectives of the Communityr.
3.2. The proposal put forward here for relaunching a Community education
prograrnme based on the resolutions of 1g76 may be proper! based on
a reassertion of the clear priority which must be given to national
polJers in the field of education and i.s also varid in the context of
E,he relaunching of European Union.
rn fact, this proposal was directly infruenced. by the commission
report of 1975 on European union. paragraph 1.3 of this report. affirms
that 'different subjects may be dealt with by different methods or underdifferent regal rulesrr pard![rErph r.G states thatrthere is one basic
aspect of recent devel0pments in our society which no discussion of
European union should overlook: growing resistance to attempts to centralize
Power' and paragraph 1.23 points out that rto state t.hat the att.ainment
of genr-rine common policies and action depends on the union being end.owed
with its own powers and instruments rather than on mere cooperation
between the t4ember states does not, however, mean that there can be
no such cooperation within the union .. - There may arso be areas erhereit wourd not be considered necessary to give the union its own powers
but 'co establish organized forms of cooperation subsidiary to the exercise
of the Unionrs o$rn powers' .
This certainry applies, both now and in the future, to poricies
on eCucation.
3.3- The cent=aIized, verticar nature of educational poricies is one
of the fundamentar causes of the crisis facing certain traditionar ecucat,ional
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sys'tems. Plurality, flexibility, and the adaptability of the education
process to diverse situations and traditions must be the touchstones
of current educational thought. Quite apart from the restrictions imposed
by the Treaties, it would be historically retrogressive and quite unjustified
to propose any reduction in national powers in this fie1d. However,
this must not be used as an excuse, on the casis of a reassertion of
of the total independence and authority of the Member States, for refusing
to seek ways of giving expression to that degree of equivalence, comparability
and -ioint planninq which is an essential part of the process of inter
integration in general and of Community integration in pariicular.
The l4ember States must first be asked to exercise independently the
powers accorded to them and to develop coordinated national policies.
The attempt to estabfish cooperation is legitimized in Iega1
terms by:
(a) the commitment to create the necessary conditions for the free
movemen'L of labour;
(b) the practical impossibility of isota'ting totally the policies
on market control, economic convergence, social harmonization
and vocational training from education policy;
(c) the intrinsic nature of the Treaties, which represent not a
sta+,ic but an evolving 1ega1 instrument.
The legal asepct must be accompanied by a political framework,
in accordance with the par*.ly explicit, partly implicit balance already
proposed in the resolutions, which could be based on the type of Community
measures developed by the Commission and seen also as a means of encouraging
more systematic cooperation and closer relat.ions between national Policies.
In this context, the use of strong words such as'harmonization'and
rconvergence'must certainly be avoided - since it gives rlse to dangerous
lega1 ambiguities and to fears of encroachment on national powers -
provided the political will to cooperate wit,h a view to achieving greater
lnterchangeability of education processes, experiences and systems finds
practical expression over,and above its legaI justification, for example
ihrough the definition of suiEable instruments for strenghening cooperation.
3.4. In the resolution of February 1976 it was decided to set uP an
Education Committee with the formal. task of preparing the meetings of
i.he Council of t{inisters. The resolution states that 'the Committee
shall coordinate and have oversighL of the implementa'tion of the progralnmei
it shall report on its execution, ]nlgsgrdance with the pro
d.o'.rn in Article 4 of the Treaty . . . to the Council and the Ministers
of Education meeting wi..hin the Council.' The Committee tshalI, in
accordance with t.he same procedure, prepare the proceedings of the Council
and of the Irlinisters of Education meeting within the Councilt. In point
LI.2. the Commission is invited to undertake 'in close liaison with
the Education Commi',tee' the measures to be implemented at Community
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fevel. By July 1976, as scheduled, the Education Committee had fulfitled
its mandate for preparing a report on the measures to be taken in the
field of education to prepare young people for work and the provision,
in the context of continuing education and training, of further educat,lon
to enable young workers to improve their chances of finding employment.
This report contained specific proposals for measures at both
national and Community level.
In addition :o ihose aspects which need to be dealt vrith in specific
individual reports on the development, the effectiveness and the level
of Community actions, the European Parliament, in the shape of the Committee
on Youth and Cul"ure cannot neglect i'ts obligation to assess t.he effect.iveness
of the neasures proposed by the Education Committ.ee, at national level,
and Lhe action taken on them, given that formal commitments to thls
effect. were made in the Council Resolution of December 1975, point II.1
of which states that 'Member states will take account, in developlng
their nationar poricies, of the conclusions and measures suggested in
the Education committeets reportt concerning a series of actions
set out in paragraphs (a) to (g). Point rr. 2 of the resorution st.ates
that l,tember states will 'exchange and compare experience periodicarly
in the Education committee'. The experience of recent years suggests
the need for research on decision-making and the weak points of the
process, vrhich should have begun in 1976. The question of what genuine
mechanisms have been used to establish cooperation between the European
governments in formulating their own national education policies and
the European community, and the true rore of the Education committee,
is a compLex issue which needs to be dealt with in a specific own-inltiative
report.
It is quite probable that one of the reasons why these mechanisms
for cooperation have proved unsuccessful in addition to general factors
of a political nature, is the inadequace of the institutional trstrument
involved. The relationship between the national representatj-ves on
the Education committee and the respective educational aut.horities is
made difficult by (a) the differences in the structures of the authorities.
responsible for education policy in the Member States, (b) the fact
that, in cases where these authorities are decentralized to a J.arge
extent, Lhe possibilities of influencing their development are restricted
to the direct and autonomous involvement of individual but peripheral
educational establishments, (c) the fact that, where a high degree of
administrative centralization does exist, it is often opposed by those
who are primarily concerned with the day-to-day process of education.
Against this background, without prejudice to the formal responsibilities
of +,he Educa+-ion comrnittee, it is legitimate to berieve that a policy
on educational cooperation requires an instrument which represents,
not so much Lhe national au:horities, but rather teachers, parents,
local authorities anc student organizar-ions. As far as community actions
are concerned, the bilateral relationship between Commission departments
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(a)
and the individual national authorities may be adequate. To achieve
closer correspondence between national policies, however, Something
more is required. The system of Advisory Committees is widely used
in the operation of the Community and, if action on education ls to
be stepped ,p, it is clear that it needs to be introduced in this fiel-d
too.
4. The growing importance of the educational aspect of other Policies
At the present time there seems to be growing justification for
a Community education policy along the lines indicated. The impeius
for wide-ranging educational reform diminished sharply during the sesond'1
hatf of the 1970s. Neverhteless, with some minor differences, all the
European education systems are today facing substai:iaIIy the same challenges
and pressures, and these are no less serious than they were a decade ago-
Some of the main reasons why educational problems are destined to
assume major importance in the near future can be briefly summarized as follows:
In the present economic crisis youth unemployment has become a structural
problem of imrnense proportions, necessitating a totally net, conception
of the relationship between education, vocational training and work.
The introduction of new technologies and the fundamental changes
in the productive system have given new urgency to the need for a
highly dynamic training for innovation as the basis for a continuing
process of cultural and technical adaptation.
The nature of the current economic problems and the regional imbalances
has emphasized the connection between the economic, industrial, social
and educational sectors and the need for an overall sbrategy in which
education would assume its rightful place.
Changes in the ppulation structure, including the growing numbers
of old people 
- 
with cultural requirements of their own and the fall
in the numbers of children of school agJef are confronting national
education systems with problems not confined to the level of organization.
The characteristic features of modern society (the movements of
populatlons, the increase in handicaps, the spread of aisaftection
and discrimination) are making the aim of providing equality of
opportunity and greater mobility for all ever more compelling and
complex.
The crisis in national budgets, caused by inflation and the coihinual
growth of public expenditure, raj.ses the problem of reconsidering
how the effectiveness and productivity of educational spending could
be improved without reducing its positive effects in terms of democracy
and social justice.
(b)
(c)
,rli,. 
.
.,1
(d)
(e)
(f)
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(s) The teaching of languages is an essentiaL instrument for abhiev:Lfig
Ereater mobilitY.
(h) In the context of the eoc.ial and cul-ttrral crisis faced by young l}eople,
education is being calIed on to p,l,ay a role of Eupport an{l encourag€nant
to help the younger generations assuule their responsibiLd.t.i.eg afrd
set themselves firm and attainable objectives.
All of these factors should forrn the basie of a coherent strategy
for education policies in the Community cehttied on the three nain theneE
outlined beLow.
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(a)
4.L.. The Ilnk between economic and social policles and educatlon pollcies
The debate on the relationshlp between school and work is an extremely
far-reaching one and has revealed opposing vlews on the possible effectE of
educatlon pollcy in reduclng unemployment, partlcularly among young peopJ.e.
The follorring conclusions can be drawn fron the various standpolnts that
have been adopted:
on the one hand, it is essential to put lnto perspectlve the notion that
education policles alone can produce employment. They can also lead to
an exodus of the best qualified from the least developed areasi ln recent,
years they have in fact led to a continual drop ln the value of the glut
of educational qualifications available and the underempJ.oyment of quallfled
peoplei furthermore, it Is obvious that education alone cannot repalr
the damage caused by recesslon and lnadequate investmenti
(b) on the other hand, inadeguate training policies may give rise to
serious bottlenecks and imbalances in development and mobility. 'Ui','
This is already the case in the field of new technology (there are
reports of 30r000 vacancies in the UK in the specialized electro-
nics industry and the situation is little different elsewhere);
i
in political systems based on consensus, the structure of job avallabliltty
and its restralnts, and the possibilities of employment i.n thts or that
sector, in the long run influence decisLons on economic policy and
expenditure and the organlzation of work itself. The growth of the
welfare-state economy and the public gervices sector can be explained ln
these terms. The quality of tratnlng received is a declslve factor ln
the structure of job avallabt1ity.
(d) Education pottcies play a crucial and ever-increasing role ln development,
if they are devised in such a way as to promote innovation, the
development 6f small or medium-slzed enterprise and cooperation. Thls
is particularly true of those reglons where local traditions of indlvldual
lnltiatlve and entrepreneurshlp are less strong. Dieter Bieht, ln hls
classiflcation of potential deveilophqsilfactors lnto four categorles,
al-go recognizes the lmportant role of educatlon ln the category of '
public infrastructure, with reference to such reglons. The McDougall
report pointed out the importance of the teaching of European languages
for asslstlng redlstrlbution progralnnes.
(e) An economlc system is dynamic and capable of rapld and low-eost
converslon lf It can depend on a general leve1 of haste an<l vocattonal
training amongst its workforce whieh wiII enable the latter to retrain
rapidly.
(f) In anticipation of the structural changes in the workforce whteh are
expected as the result of the introduction of new technologies, some
writers have spoken of the danger of a polarizati on tretween a
relati.vely srnall, highly-pald 6lite of technologlsts and a maqe of
(c)
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have not conpleted their compulsory studies satisfacLorlly. This only
relnforces the negative view of extra-scholastie vocational training systems.
On the other hand, the transition of young people from school to working
life makes it essential that a central and growing role should be played
wlthln both compuJ-sory and post-compulsory education, by a real and actlve
pfeparation for professlonal llfe and work experlence, as a maans of
encouraging the practlcal applicatlon of theoretical knowledge.
In this way objectlve convergence can be achieved between the need on the
one hand to enrich and strengthen general and vocational education and on
the other to increase the number of employment posslblltties by means of
an instrument for contact between work and education. Emphasls must be placed
the fact that the 'quality' of education is much more irupof,tant that olu6ntity'
in terms of duration.
4.2. Education and social equillbrium
The rapldity of social change and the high degree of geographical
mobllity of our societies (which further emphasizes the force of change)
have led to a grorring number of cases of social maladjustment whlch elther
relate to speciflc areas of alienatlon or, in certain aspects, are typical
of the younger generation as a whole. In this connection, care must be
taken not to underestimate the vital role of education policy as an
instrument of a policy ofrdemocratlc law and orderr, that Is, fundamentally
deslgned to counteract the darker side of the ideological crisls facing
our society, including the use of drugs, futile violence, terrorlsm,
psychological instability, etc. The commitment to a new qualiLy of life,
Eo a conscious acceptance of the change ln the role of the sexes, to the
intelligent organization by the individual of his leisure, property and
environment, to genuine motivation in the transition to adult life, is a
supranational commitment which requires long-term cooperation j-n order
to adjust all aspects of the 'schoolt system to a totally different society.
This aspect of education policy cannot however be entirely divorced
from other aspects related to economic growth. As the OECD report
'Interfutura' points out, values play a fundamental role in economic
growth, not only because its legitimacy depends on these values as far
as objectj.ves are concerned, but also because they generate certain types
of individual behaviour which assist or restrain this growth and shape
its content. On the other hand, by increasing incomes or altering economic
and social conditions, growth can slow down or speed up changes in valugs.
4.3 Education policy in the construction of the Community
From the outset the need for cultural measures consistent with the pro-
cess of European integration made i.t apparent that a specific education
policy was required. On the one hand it could be maintained that the need
to create an awareness of a common 'European' historical heritage, broader
than the purely national heritage, a need resulting from mobility and the
sharing of experiences, was a matter not only for the Communtty of Ten
but for the entire continent of Europe and even the whole international
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Community. On the other hand, however, an awareness of the economic, sociaL
and political decision.making meehanisms int.roduced as part of the process
of integration within the Community is an essentiAl prereguisite for the
exercise of democratic power. To quote a fine phrase used by the club
of Rome, 'participation wilr be all the more effective, significant and
less controversial if it is based principally on the development of a common
understanding of all aspects of a probIem,.
The construction of the European Community is therefore linked to
the development of a common education policy from three essential viewpoints:
(a) education policy as part of a cultural policy in an outward-looking'
Community, not only as a reflection of the knowledge and awareness
of the culturaL and historical traditions of the European continent
but of the ability to make positive use of them in formulating a policy
of peaceful integration in the world;
(b) education policy as 'civic education in the community', that rs the
acquisition by citizens of the instruments of informatdon, control
and participation in the institutional life of the community;
(c) education policy as a prerequisite for communication, geographical
mobility and integration. The teachins of 1"@-
nition of diplomas the framework and effective basis of this
licy and are aims directly inspired by the Treaties, 
-whose fundamentalimportance is so apparent as to need no iJ.Iustration.
Nevertheress it is essential to realize that neither the effective
teaching of languages nor the attainment of genuine equivalence between.,
diplomas can be pursued merely by means of specific and separate
community measures, however necessary these are, but also reguire
cooperation invorving arl the other education policies.
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5. Present-day challenges
Within the context of the general question of education, the Community
is faced directly with - and called to act upon - the need for fundamental
political changes as a result of present-day challenges:
(a) the challenge relating to the transition from the 'school-centred'
system in which education is concentrated during the initial stage
of life, to the development of continuing and recurrent education,
to alternating work and education to the promotion of education for
the elderly, to trainihg for 'survivaf in the world and innovation.
The Commission, with the Council's approval, has already taken steps
in this direction with the programme for the rTransition from education
to working life' and the proposals, of a very timid nature, for alternating
periods of training and work. This poticy can only be implemented
at supranational level as it involves the organization of labour and
working time and the system of paid educational leave - and these
are policies which influence labour costs and faII into the category
of the social harmonization policies provided for in the Treaties.
(b) The challenge of equality of opportunity or the right to study. This
aim has already been included in Community progralnmes aimed at young
t omen, young people and the handicapped. But today measures in fqvour
of the less-favoured groups at both Community and national level run
up against different political conceptions of public expenditure and
can only find solutions in a new political vision of the role of educational
expendi-ture. The growing difficulty encountered by national education
budgets (and forseeable developments connected with population trends) r
which have already been fuIly analyzed about ten years ago in the
UNESCO-Faure report (and more recently in a series of studies by the
OECD), is today resurfacing as a political issue which cannot be tackiled
in isolation but must be dealt with within the complex framework of
budgetary and exchange rate policies, investment and the fight against
inflation. The worst possible solution would be to react by introducing
indiscriminate general spending cuts which would reduce societyrs
capacity to recover and would increase social conflict.
At Community leve1, the questions of the right to study, educational
spending and the social and economic status of adolescents between
school and work (national differences in these areas are documented
in an important study by CEDEFOP) are closely connected with economic
convergence, and the individual and independent national policies
on these issues should be devised, with the encouragement of the Commissi6n'i'
in such a way as to take account of this interdependence.
(c) The connection between education policy, t,he resumption of growth
and the challenge of new technologies, in the sense already outlined
above.
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6. Progress of the 1976 action progranune - Budgetary aspects
5.1 on 9 February 1976 the Council of Ministers of Education laid down
an action progranme in the field of education. This gave the Education
Committee a mandate to draw up a detailed progranme on the measures to
be taken to improve the preparation of young people for working life
paragraph 22 of the Resorution), with a veiw to imprementing the action
programme.
on the basis of the Education Committee's report, which was submitted
to the Council on 13 November L976t the Council of Ministers of Education
adopted on 13 December L976 a Resolution concerning measures to be taken
to improve the preparation of young people for work and to facilitate their
transition from education to working 1ife.
This Resolution took account of the grave problem of unemployment
affecting an increasing number of young people, and of the need, more generalry,
to provide a better preparation of young people for working life. The
document also revealed a clear desire to strengthen cooperation between
Member States in the field of educational experience.
The Resolution incrudes measures to be taken at nationar level (point
1I in addition to a whole series of actions to be implemented at Community
level, including a series of pilot projects (point II).
These pilot projects have been implemented as a resul-t. of collaboration
between the Commission, the Education Committee, representatlves of the
national Ministries and a central team of experts whose task is to assess
the projects. The projects were approved by the Education Commlttee in
1977 and L978- At the present time 29 pilot projects are in progress in
all the Member states. Although they were initially schedured t,o last
three years, they have been extended untir 31 oecember l9gl,(e€e eoirncir ResolEtion,
of 15 Jaf,tuary iggOt, whlle the correeponding.assessment.strrAf&-eihaser;bE€ri:€*tended
until 31 December 1982.
rn March 1980 the central team submltted a preliminary report on the
value of these pilot projects and the final report is acheduled for L9g2L z
6.2 The following tables aLlow a statistical appraisal of the LgTB-Lgg2
budget estimates for the preparation of young people for working life and
the 1977-1982 estimates for the implementation of the prograrnme. The 19glfinancial estimates. for the action programme in the field of education
and their effects on the implementation of the prograrnme are dealt within a report from the commission to theEuropean parriament of
L0 April 1981 (see CoM(81) 170 final).
I
- The aims pursued in the various.pirot projects and their state of prayat June 1979 were described in 'Projecl inrormation;,-p"nii"tIa-irr"oiio"ry1980 by FANPLAN for the commission of the eurofean communities.
For furt,her details-on.the pilot projects, see the interj.m resolutionron the progralnme_of pilot projects provided for in ttre nesoirriio. otthe council and of the Ministers.of.Education', published by ah; Directorate-General for Research of the commission of the irrropean comnunities underthe title 'From education to working life' (xtt/SilllAiill-"-"-"---
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ESTIMATES L978-1982
BUDGET ARTICLE 392/lLem 392L
PREPARATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE FOR WORKING LIFE
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ACTIONS 197 I L979 198 0 19 81 L982
Pilot projects
Reports
visits
Serninars
Publications
Special measures for
the hanilicapped
Special measures forgirls
3, 100, 000
75, 000
200,000
90,000
100,000
, 600.000
200,000
90,000
100,000
300,000
200,000
90,000
r00,000
4,2LO,OOO
200,000
90,000
100,000
100,000
1, 6oo,0oo
250,000
200, 000
TOTAL i3i565;000 3, ggo r ooo 4 ,69O , oOO 4 ,700,000
Colun. +
Council
2 , 050, 000
SSTI}4ATES L977-L982
BUDGET ARTICLE 392 (Item 3920)
IIIPLEI,TENTATION OF THE EDUCATION PROGRA.I4ME
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ACTIONS L977 t97 8 197 9 1980 19 8I r 9g2
I
Education of children
and families of
migrant workers
Closer alignment of
education systems
Documentation and
statistics
Cooperation betweeninstitutes ofhigher education
Teaching of foreign
languages
Equality of
opportunity
270,OOO
60,000
255 , OOO
35 ,000
55,000
480,000
275,OOO
420, 000
175, ooo
150, 000
455,000
r52,000
338,000
475,000
30, 000
50, 000
7 0,9 ,000
257 ,OOO
462,OOO
575,000
100, 000
110,0oo
715,000
320,000
595, oo0
5r5,000
65,000
90, o00
1, 000,000
430,000
800,000
700,000
370,000
150,000
TOTAL 675,000 1;500 ;000 x,, 5oo, ooo 2,252,0OO 2, 300, 000
Commission
3 ,450, oooCouncil
2 , 500, ooo
7. Priorities
A Community education programme designed to promote cooperation between
national policies must select its priorities in relation to the broad strategic
obJ.ectives which must act as a common point of reference for national policies,
while respecting individual differences.
For this purpose, the theoretical approach first outlined in the 1976
resolutions seems to be the right one. On the whole the priorities laid
down in these resolutions stilL seem valid in the context of the approach
proposed by this report.
However, serious criticism must be levelled at the long delays in
implementing them and at the budget allocations for the years 1979,1980
and 198I, which practically cancelled or failed to introduce whole sections
of the programme (see COIvi(8I) 170 final). Before any list of prioritles
can be drawn up, Lhen, the Council and the Commission must submit a general
report to Parliament on the implementation of the commitments given in
the 1976 resolutions.
To theorize about new and more precise objectives without assessing
the politicat and budgetary decisions tal<en since 1976 would be to continue
to make do with worthless documents which have given rise to no firm action.
It seems reasonable at this stage to reaffirm the priorities laid
down in 1976 and to call for their implementation. To give this reassertion
greater meaning, the Committee on Youth and Culture ought Lo submit reports
to Parliament on measures which have not yet been the subject of specific
parliamentary debates, such as the teaching of languages, Europe, in schools,
the system of exchanges and joint programmes in universities, the introduction
of the European school record card and prograrunes for the exchange and
training of teachers and the Euridice information system.
The reaffirmation of the 1976 proposals can find a place amongst the
guidelines for Community action defined above: alternating work and training,
new technologies in education, equality of opportunity in the widest sense
and the general situation regarding relations between the various Persons
with responsibility in the fietd of education (parents, etc.).
In conclusion, the committee's intention in this report is to propose
that Parliament adopt a number of general principles, without which it
would be wasteful- to continue pursuing individual Community measures in
the field of education. These general principles are:
(1) a Community education policy is both valid and necessary and must
be developed in close liaison with alI the other Community policies;
(21 this prograrnme must be given Lhe continual support of the essential
budgetary resources, for below a certain level expendit,ure in this
field would only prove wasteful;
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(3) the Community proeramme canrtot be consider:e<1 as an isolated col .lectj.cn
of measr:res brtl- mttsh promOl-c greel-pr eooFaTaFicn hetweerr the Memher.
states in the field of education.
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUT]ON (DOCUMENT ].958/80)
tabled by Mr PEDINI, Ivlr HAHN and Ivlr KAVANAGH
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure
on the fgtSrg 
_of educational cooperation j-n the
ANNEX'I
Community
The European Parliament,
- 
considering that education policy has an essential role to ptay in
promoting mutual understanding and the effective participation of ar1
groups in the population in the social, economic and political system,
and thereby in ensuring the basis for the democratic functroning of
socletyr
- 
conaiderLng aleo that the Lmportance of educstlon policy must be given
increaslngly expricit recognition in a wrde range of E€ctors rEratlnq
to econoolc and Eocial development,
- 
etresaing therefore the importance of education in the construction of
the European community, aiming essentialry at an ever closer union
among th€ peoplee of Europe and the conetant improvement of thelr
Living and working condltions,
- 
having regard to the aime underlying the creation of parllament,s
ComEittee on youth, culture, Education, Information and Sport, and
noting the consistent supEort given by parriament to developments
at CoEDunity Ievel in the field of education cooperation,
- 
havlng regard to the difficurties encountered in the development of
a coherent community strategy on educati.on adapted to the social and
econouic probrems of thiE decade and the cherrenges of an enlarged
Community,
Emphaelzes that the community hae an expticit responeibirity to promote
greater opportunities for mutuar understanding and the comnunication
of ideas between the peopLes of Europe, which must be the ba8is
for the construction of the community and not a mere afterthought;
Polnt6 out that aB the community movee tnto its second phase of
enlargenent, growlng richer in its diverslty and facing ever more
pressing economic and social problems, the very cohesion of the
coemunLty mey depend on extending opportunitie8 for practical
cooperation and exchange, particularly betyreen young people and
educators in Europe;
I.
2.
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3. ConElders that develoPments in the field of edueatlon. hased on the
Council,s Resolutlon of 9 February 1976, have eftpI!'deftonstrDted
the validity and effectlveneee of thE new formE of coopdratlon and
lnteractLon t
4. Demands once agal.n that adequate budget8ry and staff regources be
madeavailablefortheimplementationofth6agreedactlon
prolrramnes i
considere,. moreove4, thst the Treatles provide an adequate political
framework wlthin whleh may be placed a further extension of
educational cooperation in the comnunity a6 envisaged both In the
report agreed by the councl] and Minleters of Education on
6 June lgg0, and in the 1981 work programr€ of the commisBloh (to
be presented to Parllament ln Februarv 1981r
BeIl-evee that the provleLons of the Tresty guaranteel.ng freedom of
movemdnt are meaningleee if ComnUnlty citlzens find themselves unable,
as the result of fundamental dlfferences between thelr respective
educatlonal systenB, to adaPt easlly to th€ eoclal and vrork
Cnvironmente of other Consunity countriesi
Insists ln thi8 context that both the commiEslon and the couhcll
recognLze explicltly the lnterilependence of educatLonal activlty
and th€ development of corrmon pollcies, Particulatly with regard
to eocLal, regional and lhduEtrial affairsl
Invltea the commiegion, therefoie, to draw up guid€linee for an
integtaled strategy for cooperatlon in the fleld of edueation,
eneompasslng vocRttonn'l gutdanee and Erninlnrl ilnd tho cont lnulnq
edueatlon and trainlng of adults;
Recommehds that priortty be glven in future to cooPerative actLon
deetgn€d to i,rnprorre the situatlon of those who benefit least from
existlng educatlonal p8oviBions and thoae who are most dieadvEntaged
ln the iE€Bent eoej.al and economic eituation;
10. Emphaslzee, thorefore, the need wtthin the context of social Poliey
for preventLve action to be taken already durlng the pertod of
ccm[Arlsory schoollngr to ensule thEt certEin grouPs of younE
p€ople, such as the handLcappad, nignants and glrlE, do not becoue
virtually excluded fron the labour market and frorn Eociety,
6.
7.
8.
o
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11. Streases also the significant role that could be played by the
CommunLty in increasing general a,areness and understanding of the
new information technologies by pnomoting their use in education,
firgt and foremoat on behalf of the more disadvantaged groups and
those rrhose job prospects are most endangered;
L2. Drawa attention equatly to the importance of the educational
dimeneion in the context of regional development, and the need
to enhance the role of the Community financial instruments in
promoting integrated action at the level of local communities,
partlcularly in rural areasi
13. Stresaes flnally that it is through cooperation in the freld of
education that the Community can maintain credibility in its
objective of promotlng a democratic society based on a respect
for social and cultural diversity and a commitment to provide
opportunities for all;
L4. Instructs its Pre6ident to forward thie resolution to the council
and Comission of the European Communities.
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUI4ENT .L-557180)
tabled by I'lrs GAIOTTI DE BIASE and l'{r BARBI
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure
on the Advisory Committee for Education
?hG European Parlirncnt,
- 
hrvinq regard to tho rorolution adopted by thG Mlnrstsors of
Edueation on 9 Fabruary 1976,
- nindful of thc afunB undcrlyinE tho creation of prallaft€nt,a
Conmittec on Youth, Gtlture. Education, fnfomation Atrd Sport,
- consldering that tha grolrrng unenploymenr amongst young gcoplo
eannot b€ countorcd aolely by econonic means but regulrer
a concert€d econqric and educational strateg:r to ba dlofinod
and enactsd s{thin a Coutrunity conteixt.
- considering that the aocial criais affecting young people
is a Phenomenon which does not recognize nation.l fronticra
and requlres Jolnt thinkinE on the development of sducational
atructurea,
- having regard tC tho diffreultiea cneountered in carrylng out
the joint aetionB of, the education progrEfnno laid alcrrn ln thc
Bbov€mentionsd Council r€solution of I9i6,
- noting that tho joint actrona, bocauso of their linitcd nunbor
and experlmentll naturo, have not b6an accompanied b}' a
parrllel 6evclopnent of indepandent actl,ons in thc indllviduar
statca !! hrd bccn planncd,
- notln!, thrt. ehilG thc Education Comittee ia performing uc!,l
iti lirlson tark bctwaon eomnfu61on and Councll, rt doca
not acrru rblo to prorridc oufficlcnt ltimulur to the natlonrl
ninictcre,
- taklng into aecount tho varied nrturc both of the pcnrrera and
rccponaibilitlca of the ltinieters of Edueation and o! thG
educatlon alnat(Er of the nino countrioB of tho Europoan
Coilnunity,
- convinccdl F-hft the sharing of experlence and the convcrEGneG
of thc cducutional poltctea of th6 Conmunltl, countrlos
cannot bs aehievcd by centrallzing deciaion-makinE rnd
nore and nora pruninE fron the top. but nuEt grow ouc of the lnvoivc- -
tncnr aDd cor.Eltnent of thole aetually cngaged in the educational
-Droce88,
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2.
l' REQUESTS the coruulasion to orrmine the poesibility of settlng'
up an Advisory Cormittee for Education composed of represen_tatives of teachers, aasociationa, parencs, st.rdGncs. centros
of educatroDal r€aearch and educational. escablisnnent.r ingenoral I
REOIJESTS the Comnisaion to eubrnlt to it wrth-n srx ilonths aforural proposal for thir c@Eltt6e,s te:rns of reference and
Dethods of operrtioa barrd on thc ogerionce of othcs rdvleory
QoBlttoes ottlchoa to tb. cmlcrlon.
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EURCIPEAN PARLSAfoTENT
AX{NE]X III
xe,E4rEtr8
pursnrnt.Go,i*ulc {B 6t,tlle Eulcs o! ero&aure
.Eetltton 
-xo. a/eo
by ars galgi.an 600cipD of tho lBErop€an vot€rans, confedgration
SubrGct r @",1 .s,d cfvLc, at
gchool curricula
?he Natis*'l C.pnitteo of thc Borgian ,s0cEion of $rp &r80p*n
Vct€rarE,ConfodaGattoD@aGIEg ln Brussal6 on 2l F,gbEtSt? trEgo,
- noting tfi, ffiny aatp of ,lntorrrrnoo anll ryl0lsnoe 'ocanm&g ormoEt
dailv whlch are rspoEted in gnert detall Dy thD Freas, radlo.nd
te--vieion Brd ryhtFtr dcgrd. eb dlgnity of ,gn rnd baue s Feraiclc{re
infl.rcnoa'on tte bghlvtqr oil elrildran.
- cq.nsl6prl,nE thE,t the ;[ro&ltn,arlaae out of e proEound morat crisl,c andl r':
B lack ot civJ.c Srldc cr!6 ,oolddrrity, whtoh tho cstrnlttee condcung.
- eskg thF pr.Eldqnt 0f th€ .EusoFoan hrltment and th6 !{lntsterp of
,Educatisn of all thtl aountrleg.o,f ths EuroEE.n co:r$inlty.
l. To r€inttoduc€ clvlc prd tsaral inetruction i.nto sli prieary and
:>6 -t1'1r' school currl€ula an ord€r to rottor€ tg rion.: mcet tlaslc
vrr t.. s - jr.'y rn {ork, tha Love of 
€ffort, a Bon.o, of di,actpllncr ond i!c Fec.t Ecrr other-: sll llra rmportarri:,. whteh tha1,;11sr1g and .,f vhi.,:h
11..6 chlldr,or, c,f r.odoy ,lt3 tstDily Lnausre.
2. '-'., ansuro thEt hi.stoay tp tarrytt l,n suah a uu!, thaL chJ,ldren s.so ar€o
co undergtpnd tU€ ,Rgenlry Of eamato i.Bportant annrversari.rs and tO
tr'€Frn and grofit dres fu lart h th€tr fut€to rives ae cltLzens
Luxerboi,gg, ee ffprch 1.980
Joe. raRDgYCNf,
6ecrqtav;'-6onerar of the golgloa gactlon of tho Europoan vctoaanB,Gonftderatign A9DI
Narronellty ! EolE[Bn
Placs Cmmutr|l$, ?5
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